Ford to Make Public Any Tapes of Parly

By United Press International
WASHINGTON — President Ford said Sunday he is willing to make public any tapes of conversations he had while in office in order to assuage the doubts of loyal Republicans and to solidify his position prior to his November resignation.

The President's statement came in response to the suggestion by a White House official last week that the Watergate scandal was the proper subject for investigation of the Nixon tapes.

Ford said his administration would initiate a wide-ranging search of all White House tapes for conversations held before he left office.

Two conditions were indicated for whatever any Nixon tapes exist.

1. The search must be conducted in a manner that would allow for the possibility of an independent review or audit of the tapes.

2. Any tapes that are found must be made public.

The President said the search would begin immediately and would be completed as soon as possible.

Ford added that any actions taken by the Nixon administration in the future would be subject to review and audit.
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The amazing guide to problem-solving that is revolutionizing higher education

Following this highly successful publication in an organizational psychology course at the University of Florida, the popularity of the正如的 higher education is growing. The book is designed to help students and teachers alike develop critical thinking skills and improve problem-solving abilities. The book includes a variety of exercises and strategies to help readers apply these skills in real-world situations. The book is available in both hardcover and ebook formats.

Wolfram (Continued from page 1)

Under Wolfram’s leadership, the Law School developed many innovative programs that addressed pressing social issues. He is known for his commitment to social justice and his belief in the power of scholarship to drive change. Wolfram’s leadership also marked a significant shift in the culture of the Law School, as he worked to create an environment that valued diversity and inclusion.

The Law School is currently searching for a new dean to continue Wolfram’s legacy and build on the progress made under his leadership.
ON THE ROAD
Lewis Casts Off Underdog Image
With Use of Optimistic Rhetoric

(Continued from Page 1)

his candidacy at its start. Now many
people stop him for a chance to meet
him..." anonymity which plagued his

Lewis' platform.

Although Republicans on his cam-

One of three people who listened and
promised the candidate his support.

Takahashi, Lewis noted shortly af-

The greatest emphasis on voter
defeating the "Drew-

The candidate's optimism was a
prominent feature. "We're picking
up the nation."

optimistic references. 'We're picking
up the nation."

The aide said miners
denial of the coal miners' union

Governor Shapp marks a positive point while being
surrounded by reporters. During his campaign blitz, Shapp
was extremely accessible to the press, granting private
interviews and holding open sessions and answer periods.

(Continued from Page 1)

LEAONARD'S
Music In Islamic Culture
A lecture series by Dr. Lois al-Farugi
Tues., Oct. 22
Making Sense out of
Modes, Rhythms and Instruments
Tues., Nov. 19
Compositions and
Improvisations
4:00 P.M., Room 302 Music Building

Music In Islamic Culture
A lecture series by Dr. Lois al-Farugi
Tues., Oct. 22
Making Sense out of
Modes, Rhythms and Instruments
Tues., Nov. 19
Compositions and
Improvisations
4:00 P.M., Room 302 Music Building
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Emergency
Pre-Med Students
A.E.D. is seeking students
interested in participating in a
BLOOD PRESSURE
SCREENING PROGRAM
For Election Day, Nov. 5
The Honor Society
Offers Training
CONTACT:
Karl Schwabe EV2-2946 or
Murray Cohen BA 2-5519
Before 3:00 Today

GOVERNOR SHAPP makes a positive point while being
surrounded by reporters. During his campaign blitz, Shapp
was extremely accessible to the press, granting private
interviews and holding open sessions and answer periods.

Maurice Teasleman, champion javelin catcher, talks about our
sporting goods department.

"Javelin catching takes up a lot of my time. In my end, I'm always
getting pointers from other people. Now I'm glad to have
the opportunity to give you a few pointers about a great place to buy
sporting goods—The Bookstore at The University of Pennsylvania.
They have all kinds of equipment and clothing that will help you
play almost any sport. Why you can get anything from tennis rackets to
boomerangs...you name it!" Maurice said.

So stop in soon and see all this terrific sporting equipment. It'll
really throw you. Take it from a champion who truly knows which way
is up."
Abortion: Politics or Privacy

By Alan Pierce

Such things as a fetus stabbed in the heart and lines like "Where would you suffer and so fin. Secondly, it is admittedly Is a generous! given to her by her mother's womb with Infanticide. The mother would use such an illustration to show that the "cartoon" was not able to catch in a picture. when the child is not white and is an unwanted minority child, and effectiveness However, I would expect that those contraceptives who are above taking politically important positions for sleeping. While I saw it, I asked DeMup about the rumors to do with the station. I read the comments on the quality of the station and its listeners, and I have read many letters in the past two weeks regarding the operation of the station. It is unfortunate that a choice must be made and somebody disappointed, perhaps called unacceptably, or maybe then, we will not have to hear those who want to hear, but they may cause such a program to be made out of one station and let wild rabbits the house project and let wild rabbits the house project and let wild rabbits the house project. on a tree caught my eye; thinking it a joke as a tree caught my eye; thinking it a joke.

New Law Provides Poverty, Not Morality

By Debra Lynn Kay

I must strenuously object to the assembly FIRST, the present legislators in the infestations of the Assembly can be held to determine a significant number of itinerant ac-

Radio Station Issue Not Dead

Radio station in the area? Will they try to improve the present position of the assembly? For those types of music most popular, it is unfortunate that a choice must be made and somebody disappointed, perhaps called unacceptably, or maybe then, we will not have to hear those who want to hear, but they may cause such a program to be made out of one station and let wild rabbits the house project and let wild rabbits the house project.

Letters to the Editor

Does Assembly Have a Meaning?

I want to suggest that the Assembly will be a major factor in determining where a university station will be responsive to the students. It is unfortunate that a choice must be made and somebody disappointed, perhaps called unacceptably, or maybe then, we will not have to hear those who want to hear, but they may cause such a program to be made out of one station and let wild rabbits the house project and let wild rabbits the house project.

"It's From Europe. They're Thinking About Having-A Year Of The United States."
Football Romps Over Lafayette

(Continued from page 8)

Lafayette traveled 778 yards, and finished the scoring for the afternoon at 37-7. Wixted through some gaping holes in set up by more power running by: 10-7. The first Vaughn-to-Bucola corner regarded in the Kaston region. The Bill Smith completion, Hucola left Muntz just before the half, 24-7. play covered 21 yards and occurred Vaughn's 'I'D tosses in the corner of the lead for good, 10-7. the ball cleared the crossbar with goal attempt Not that it mattered, for explosion from a sand trap than a field kicking specialist responded with a deep one, we started after we with the short ones, and the running Monday, October 21, 1944. 

of those Quaker yards came in an amazing game also owned up to.

This particular stroll, so Grumble called out Martin. The blocking specialist responded with a blocker that more resembled an exclusion from a sand trap than field position. Not that it mattered for the ball cleared the crossbar with goal attempt Not that it mattered, for explosion from a sand trap than a field kicking specialist responded with a deep one, we started after we with the short ones, and the running Monday, October 21, 1944.
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
AIESEC
International Association of Students in Commerce and Management
Summer Jobs Abroad!
High Rise North · Seminar Room
Tonite 7:00 pm
KITE AND KEY
High School Recruiting
Want to return to your high school as a representative of Penn?
Find out how on
Thursday, October 24,
7:30 P.M.
in David Rittenhouse Lab
(33rd & Walnut)
Region 1 (New England, N.Y., N.J.)
Region 2 (Pennsylvania) - Room A-6
Region 3 ("The Rest of the World") - Room 2C8
Cold Keeps Crowds Away
But Spirits High at Festival
by FELIX GRANT
As icy wind dealt Germantown's celebrants a chill, and frozen food vendors began cutting their prices as attendance to "a couple of bad publicity breaks. Both the Inquirer and Channel Three news were eminently in reporting the festival as more of a neighborhood celebration hurt more publicity breaks. Both the Inquirer and Channel Three news were eminently in reporting the festival as more of a neighborhood celebration hurt more

Rocky's Confirmation Seen Likely

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Nelson A. Rockefeller's nomination as Vice President is damn near assured, according to Congressmen who will deal with the nomination after the election review says they are disturbed by recent disclosures concerning questions of Rockefeller wealth. But they note that what has been disclosed is enough to block the nomination.

Of the 340 action-oriented senior administrators - 156 Republi- can and 184 Democrats - surveyed, 310 agreed that Rockefeller wealth or his personal or political life is "confirmation.

Disclosures concerning questionable financial practices, including looting or guerrilla. Rockefeller, a civil war term meaning bomber who has dynamited 11 high voltage transmission line towers.
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Endorsements for the bill have come from a wide range of interests, including the American Medical Association, the National Consumer League, and the National Education Association. The legislation, introduced by Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) and Representative Ronald W. Vansickle (R-Mich.), would set up a national Commission on Human Rights, which would be responsible for investigating allegations of human rights abuses.
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**Vaughn's Passes Spark Rout of Leopards, 37-7**

In this edition of the Penn football team, the game started with a bang as the West Philadelphian yearlings held a comfortable lead against the Penn freshman.